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This abstract attempts to provide an explanation for the wellknown constraint, pervasive in the
Romance languages, which disallows the subject in wh-questions to intervene between a 
wh-phrase and the verb. It is suggested that the difference stems from a fundamental structural
difference between the two types of languages. Romance, unlike English, projects an abstract
Cl(itic) category above TP. Cl is an abstract operator whose function is to «externalize» an
argument of a verb v with respect to the tense associated with v. Cl is identified by rich agreement
or a clitic morpheme, which accounts for the presence of such a category in Romance and its
absence in English. It is then argued that the projection of a Cl-operator between CP and IP in
wh-questions gives rise to a minimality effect. The appendix deals with some cases of clitic-dou-
bling of non-specific wh-phrases in modal contexts and suggests that the clitic (associated to Cl)
functions as an E-type pronoun in such cases.
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53-277  13/6/00 12:35  Página 253Resum. La projecció Cl(ític) a les interrogatives
En aquest article s’intenta explicar una restricció força coneguda, molt freqüent a les llengües
romàniques, que fa que el subjecte a les interrogatives-qu no pugui intervenir entre un mot-qu i
el verb. Es suggereix que la diferència prové d’una diferència estructural fonamental entre dos
tipus de llengües. A les llengües romàniques, a diferència de l’anglès, es projecta una categoria
abstracta Cl(ític) per sobre del ST. El Cl és un operador abstracte la funció del qual és la d’«exter-
nalitzar» un argument d’un verb v respecte al temps associat amb v. El Cl s’identifica per la con-
cordança rica o un morfema clític, que dóna compte de la presència d’aquesta categoria a les
llengües romàniques i la seva absència en l’anglès. Es defensa que la projecció d’un operador-
Cl entre el SC i el SI a les interrogatives-qu dóna lloc a un efecte de minimitat. A l’apèndix es
tracten alguns casos de doblament de clític de mots-qu no específics en contextos modals i s’apunta
que el clític (associat amb Cl) funciona com un pronom de tipus-E en aquests casos.
Paraules clau: interrogatives-qu, clítics, sintaxi.
* This article (with the exception of the appendix) will also be published in the Proceedings of the
Conference «On Romance Inversion» (1998), edited by Hulk, A.; Pollock, J-Y., Oxford University
Press. I would like to thank Aafke Hulk for very useful comments and discussion.
CatWPL 7 21. Introduction
There is a wellknown constraint, pervasive in the Romance languages, which disa-
llows the subject to intervene between a fronted wh-phrase and the verb. We illus-
trate this constraint with examples from Standard Spanish, French, European
Portuguese, and Italian: 
(1) a. *Qué Pedro compró? (Spanish)
what Pedro bought
b. *Que Pierre a acheté? (French)
c. *Que o Pedro comprou? (EPortuguese)
d. *Che Piero ha comprato? (Italian)
The existence of such a constraint can also be appreciated in constructions like
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English, where the constraint does not apply:1
(2) a. A qui a-t-il (*Pierre) parlé?
to whom has-nom.cl. (Pierre) spoken
b. To whom did Peter speak?
In Zubizarreta (1998), I proposed that the preverbal subject in Spanish is always
associated with a discourse-related feature («topic» or «focus» or «emphasis»).
Two further assumptions will then conspire to account for the constraint on pre-
verbal subjects in interrogatives: 1) the «topic» feature is always projected above
the «focus» feature at the left-edge of the clause and 2) the wh-phrase is associa-
ted with the «focus» feature. It therefore follows that a «topic» subject must precede
the wh-phrase when they cooccur at the left-edge. 
1. As Poletto (in press) argues, the restriction on the position of the preverbal subject in interrogati-
ves is independent from the V-to-C parameter. This is shown by examples in Northern Italian dia-
lects such as the following, where no V-to-C has occurred but the restriction on the preverbal
subject is still present.
(i) i ho domandà kol ke (??Mario) l’ha fat
to-him have asked what that (Mario) he has done
Suñer (1994) makes the same point for Spanish.
CatWPL 7 2There are various problems with such analysis. One of them is lack of genera-
lity. The constraint is also active in French, a language which lacks a «focus» pro-
jection at the left-edge of the clause It is furthermore empirically insufficient. While
the constraint on preverbal subjects holds systematically in root clauses in most
Romance languages, there is variability in embedded clauses. While it applies in
embedded interrogatives in Spanish and Italian, this is not the case in French and
European Portuguese; e.g., cf. the Spanish/French contrast below:
(3) a. *Me pregunto a quién Juan busca.
(I) wonder who Juan is looking for
b. Je me demande qui Jean cherche.
Another fact that the above analysis does not readily account for is the con-
trast between bare and nonbare wh-phrases. While bare wh-phrases activate the
constraint on preverbal subjects, non-bare wh-phrases like which N and how many
N do not (cf. Ambar (1988), Pollock et al. (1998)):
(4) a. (?) Cuál libro Pedro compró?
Which book Pedro bought
b. (?) Quel livre Pierre a acheté
c. Que livro o Pedro comprou?
(5) a. A cuánta gente María invitó a la fiesta?
How many people María invited to the party
b. Combien de gens Marie a invité à la fête?
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are two basic ingredients which interact to account for the unexceptional appli-
cation of the constraint in most Romance languages and its variability in embed-
ded interrogatives. I) The existence of the so-called clitic-left dislocation
construction pervasive in the Romance languages but inexistent in English. We
assume (in the spirit of Iatridou (1990)) that the existence of the clitic-left dislo-
cation (CLLD) construction in the Romance languages indicates that the predi-
cate-argument structure may be syntactically articulated in these languages in a
different way than in English. While the verbal arguments in English are syste-
matically projected within the VP, in the Romance languages under discussion
they may be merged with an abstract (lambda) operator generated above TP. Such
operator in turn binds an argument-variable within the VP. We will refer to it as the
Cl operator because the argument-variable it binds is typically identified by a clitic
or «strong» inflectional element.2 See section 2. II) The Q feature in the left edge of
2. Note that within this view the topic nature of the «clitic-left dislocated» argument is entirely tan-
gential to its grammatical properties. The discourse property of «topichood» is extrinsic to the
grammatical properties of the construction.
CatWPL 7 2the CP field (which expresses the interrogative force of the sentence) must be
phonologically lexicalized, but there are more options available for lexicalizing
a Q in embedded than in matrix interrogatives (see section 3). When the Q-fea-
ture binds a variable, it acquires the status of a syntactic operator and interacts
with the Cl operator giving rise to a minimality effect from which the preverbal
subject constraint follows immediately (see section 4).
2. The Cl Projection
What is this Cl-projection? It is neither a scope-position associated with a +speci-
ficity feature (as suggested by Sportiche (1992, 1998)) nor an Agr position (as sug-
gested by Franco (1993)). We suggest instead that:
(6) Cl is an abstract operator whose function is to «externalize» an argument of a
verb v with respect to the tense associated with v. 
Externalization of an argument via a Cl operator thus gives rise to the follo-
wing type of structure:
(7) [ DPi [ Cli [T [VP ... [V ei .... 
The proposal is then that there is more than one way in which the predicate-
argument relation may be syntactically instantiated:
(8) a. In the familiar way, via projection within VP, in which case the DP argu-
ment is merged with V or with a projection of V: [V DP] or [ DP [ V ...]]
b. The DP argument is merged with the projection of a Cl operator that binds
an argument variable within the VP. The DP is coindexed with Cl via
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[ DPi [ Cli .... [VP ...ei ... ]]]
We may refer to the structure obtained via projection of DP arguments within
VP as the lexical or small proposition and to the structure obtained via merging of
DP with the Cl operator as the syntactic or large proposition. (8b) has as its pre-
decessor the analysis of the CLLD construction put forth by Iatridou (1990).
Although the details of the proposal put forth here differs in important respects
from that of Iatridou’s, they share a basic insight, namely that the predicate-argu-
ment relations in the CLLD construction is articulated in a fundamentally diffe-
rent way from other constructions. 
The most convincing argument in favor of (8b) are the binding facts first repor-
ted in Zubizarreta (1993) for Spanish and reproduced in other languages with a
CLLD construction such as Arabic (Aoun and Benmamoun (1998)) and Greek
(P. Schneider-Zioga, p.c.). See also Cecchetto (1995) and Guasti (1996) on Italian.
CatWPL 7 2This data shows that there is a pre-verbal/post-verbal subject asymmetry in cases
where the fronted accusative topic (which contains the intended bindee) and the
subject (which contains the intended binder) originate in the same clause.3
(9) a. A sui hijo, cada madrei deberá acompañarloi el primer
acc his child each mother must accompany-acc.cl the first
día de escuela.
day of school
b. ?*El primer día de escuela, a sui hijo deberá acompañarloi
The first day of school acc his son will accompany-acc.cl
cada madrei
each mother
(10) a. A sui propio hijo, ningún padre loi quiere castigar.
acc his own child no father acc.cl wants to punish
‘No father wants to punish his own child.’
b. ?*A sui propio hijo no loi quiere castigar ningún padrei
acc his own child not acc.cl wants to punish no father
‘No father wants to punish his own child.’
No asymmetry is found when the binder is the matrix subject and the bindee
is contained within a fronted accusative object that originates in the embedded
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(11) a. A sui hijo, ninguna madrei debió aceptar que
acc his son, no mother should have accepted that
se lo regañe.
indef. subj.cl acc.cl scold
b. A sui hijo, no debió aceptar ninguna madrei que
acc his son, not should have accepted any mother that
se lo regañe.
indef. subj.cl acc.cl scold
‘No mother should have accepted that someone scold his son.’
The above data suggests that there is reconstruction of the fronted object to a
position within the clause that it originates, but that this position is not within the
3. It has been brought to my attention by Xavier Villalba that for some speakers the binding relation
in (9a) and (10a) is facilitated by the presence of a modal. For such speakers, the availability of a
bound reading decreases in the absence of a modal, as in the following example:
(i) A sui hijo, cada madrei lo acompañó el primer día de escuela
acc his child, each mother acc.cl accompanied the first day of school
This observation, if correct, deserves further investigation.
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tructed to a position above the VP and below the preverbal subject of the clause
where it originates (cf. the wellformedness of (9a) and (10a). The fact that there
is no reconstruction of the fronted object within the VP of the clause it originates
suggests that the fronted object is inserted higher up in the structure, i.e. in the
Spec of Cl (cf. Zubizarreta (1993, 1998)). This means that there is no copy of
the fronted object in the canonical object position within the VP; the binding
facts then follow immediately.
The proposal we are putting forth here may be summarized as follows:
(12) In languages with a nominal «clitic» or «strong agr» system, a direct argu-
ment of the verb (nominative or accusative) is «externalized» by merging the
argument with Cl (located above T) rather than by merging the argument with
V (or a projection of V) and then moving it outside the scope of T. 
It follows from (12) that the preverbal subject in languages with a CLLD cons-
truction of the sort under discussion is also generated in Spec of Cl.4 This means that
in sentences like (9a) and (10a), there are two Cls: one externalizes the nominative
argument and the other one externalizes the accusative argument. As the binding facts
indicate, in these examples the nom-related Cl is generated higher than the 
acc-related Cl. The dislocated object may therefore «reconstruct» to a position wit-
hin the scope of the nominative subject. But it is also possible for the acc-related Cl
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fronted object may bind into the fronted subject:
(13) a. A cada niño, su madre lo acompañará el
acc each child (obj), his mother (subj) acc. cl accompany-fut the
primer día de escuela.
first day of school
b. A ninguno de estos niños, su padre lo
acc none of these children (obj), his father (subj) acc. cl
quiso acompañar. 
wanted to accompany
Hence, the sentences in (9a) and (10a) have the structure in (14a) and the sen-
tences in (13) have the structure in (14b).5
4. The hypothesis that preverbal subjects in some of the Romance languages does not originate wit-
hin the VP is not a novel one (e.g. Barbosa (1995)). Here we are generalizing the assumption to
all languages with a CLLD construction.
5. A question that arises at this point is why the structures in (14) do not violate minimality. This
question is particularly relevant in view of the fact that, as we shall see in section 3, when Cl inte-
racts with Q, it does give rise to minimality effects. It would seem that two identical operators (i.e.
two operators with exactly the same function) do not interfere with one another, but two distinct ope-
rators may do so. See section 4.3 for further discussion.
CatWPL 7 2(14) a. [DPj [ Clj [ DPi [ Cli [T [VP [ ej [V [ ei.... 
b. [DPi [Cli [DPj [Clj [T [VP ej [V [ei.....
Let us turn back to the generalization in (12). Why is there a connection between
the existence of Cl and of morphological clitics or strong agreement affixes? The
answer is that the abstract category Cl must be morphologically identified in the
following manner:
(15) Morphological identification of Cl is achieved by some nominal morpheme
with phi-feature contained within the local T. This may be a clitic or a «strong»
agreement affix.
The clitic or verbal agreement affix is of course related to the DP in Spec of
Cl. In the case of the clitic, this relation is captured by the fact that a nominal cli-
tic is nothing else than a copy of the D and phi-features of the argument-variable
bound to the DP. In the case of the agreement affix, this relation is captured by the
Spec/head relation that the argument-variable bound to the DP bears with the verb
at some point in the derivation. See below for futher details.
We can now raise the question of what is the relation between the type of morp-
hological identification required by Cl (as summarized in (15)) and the one impo-
sed by the Functional Projection Activation Principle (FPAP) put forth by Speas
(1994), Koopman (1997), Poletto (1998), and others:
(16) Functional Projection Activation Principle: A feature in the head of a func-
tional projection is activated iff the appropriate morphological material occu-
pies either the head or the Spec of that projection at some point in the
derivation.
Note that the requirements on the morphological identification of Cl is stric-
ter than the one imposed by the FPAP. In effect, a DP argument in the Spec of Cl
is insufficient to identify Cl. The reason is that Cl does not encode a (semantic)
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establishing a connection between a DP in its Spec and an argument-variable of the
verb. More precisely, Cl serves the role of externalizing a DP argument with respect
to the T associated with V. Some morphological nominal element on such a T is
required to identify Cl. Another way of putting it is that the position of syntactic
activity of Cl and the position of its feature-content are dissociated; its feature-
content is not under Cl as one might expect. Rather, it is contained within the T
node immediately below it.
The acc-related Cl is typically identified by an accusative clitic. There is no
other option in the Romance languages because these languages lack morphologi-
cal object agreement on the verb. The accusative clitic is a copy of the D and phi-fea-
tures of the accusative argument-variable. It left-adjoins to V prior to the application
of V-to-T (I assume with Kayne (1994) that adjunction is always leftward):
(17) [DPi [ Cli [[Vj acc cli [v+agr]] T] [VP ... [Vj ei....
CatWPL 7 2The identification of the nom-related Cl is not uniform across the Romance
languages. Some languages (like many of the Northern Italian dialects) have a
nominative clitic which is systematically used to identify the nom-associated Cl.
The nominative clitic is a copy of the D and phi-features of the nominative argument-
variable. Since the nom argument-variable is located above the verb in the verbal
projection, its copy (i.e. the nom clitic) cannot left-adjoin to the verb. Instead it
left-adjoins to the T to which the verb has been adjoined. (As we shall see in the next
section, this difference between nominative and accusative clitics is important
because it accounts for why accusative clitics are always proclitic, but nominati-
ve clitics are enclitics when V-to-C applies). 
(18) [DPi [ Cli [nom cli [[v+agr]j T]] [VP ei [Vj .....
In languages which lack a nominative clitic (like Spanish and Standard Italian),
the subject agreement element is used to identify the nom-associated Cl:
(19) [DPi [ Cli [[[v]agri]j T] [VP ei [Vj .....
In other languages, like Standard French, it would seem that either a nomina-
tive clitic or the subject-verb agreement element may identify the nom-related Cl.
See (20a, 20b) below. But upon closer scrutiny, we see that in French (unlike
Spanish and Standard Italian), the subject agreement element is not «strong enough»
to identify the Cl operator on its own. It can only function as an identifier in con-
junction with a coindexed lexical DP that is «close enough». See (20c).
(20) a. Pierre il a vendu sa voiture.
Pierre nom.cl has sold his car
b. Pierre a vendu sa voiture.
c. Pierre sa voiture *(il) l’ a vendu.
Pierre his car (nom.cl) acc.cl has sold
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following way:
(21) DP and Agr are close iff they are coindexed and they are contained in the
Spec of- or in the head of- adjacent projections at the point of spell-out.
To summarize, I propose to dissociate the Cl category from the morphological
clitic itself. Cl is an abstract operator whose function is to «externalize» an argument
of a verb V with respect to the T associated with V. This is achieved by merging
a DP with a projection of Cl that binds an argument variable of the verb. The func-
tion of the clitic contained within T (and, in certain cases, of the verbal agreement
affix) is to morphologically identify the abstract Cl category. This Cl category in con-
junction with the Q-operator constitute the linchpin of our analysis of the prever-
bal subject constraint in Romance interrogatives. 
CatWPL 7 23. The Q-operator and Ph-lexicalization
As mentioned earlier, I assume that an interrogative sentence has a Q feature which
encodes the force of the sentence located at the rightmost edge of the CP field. As
we shall see in the next section, when the Q feature is coindexed with a certain
type of wh-phrase (such as the bare wh-phrases), the Q feature acquires the status
of a syntactic operator. I will furthermore assume that a feature that expresses the
force of the sentence (such as the Q feature) must be phonologically lexicalized.
We define Ph(onological)-lexicalization as follows:6
(22) Ph-lexicalization: A feature in the head of a functional projection is ph-lexi-
calized iff the head or the Spec of that projection is associated with appro-
priate ph-features at the point of spell-out.7
We elaborate below on the notion «point of spell-out».
The hypothesis that ph-lexicalization applies at the point of spell out can be
formalized within the general architectural framework proposed in Zubizarreta
(1998: section 1.3.3). It is argued there that the syntactic derivation proper and the
PF interpretation accompany each other for a stretch, namely, the stretch that starts
with S-structure (a point in the derivation where the structure involved is a single
phrase marker) and ends with L-structure (the last phrase marker in the derivation
before it branches). As indicated by the discontinuous line in the diagram below, PF
interpretation begins at S-structure and continues after the derivation branches. We
will refer to the derivation between S-structure and L-structure as the shallow part
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structures. 
6. It is likely that factive predicates, which pressupose the truth of its propositional complement, con-
tain an Ass(ertion) operator in its CP. This operator is lexicalized by the complementizer, which
explains why it must be obligatorily present. Cf. John regrets (*that) Mary is bald. Complements
of propositional attitude verbs lack an Ass operator; therefore, their complementizer may be absent
in some languages. Cf. John thinks (that) Mary is bald.
7. We shall see later that not only a morpheme but also a feature may fulfill the function of ph-lexi-
calization.We shall see later that not only a morpheme but also a feature may fulfill the function of
ph-lexicalization. 
(23) (set of phrase-markers)
S -structure (unique phrase-marker)
L -structure
PF LF
Assertion Structure
CatWPL 7 2It was argued in Zubizarreta (1998) that the Nuclear Stress Rule, the Focus
Prominence Rule, and some prosodically-motivated movements apply in the sha-
llow part of the syntactic derivation. Here we suggest that movement operations
triggered solely by the need to ph-lexicalize a category applies in the shallow part
of the derivation as well.
There are several ways in which a Q operator may be ph-lexicalized: 
(24) a. by a verbal element:
(i) via movement of V-to-Q (in direct questions)
(ii) via merging of Q with matrix V (in indirect questions)
b. by merging Q with a complementizer 
c. by a wh-phrase in Spec of Q in cases where the Wh-feature is syncretized
with Q 
As we shall see in section 4, the manner in which the Q-operator is lexicalized
will be crucial in understanding the cross-linguistic differences with respect to the
preverbal subject constraint in embedded interrogatives. We briefly illustrate below
the parameters in (24) and return to it in section 4.
French and English illustrate the parameter in (24a). In direct questions, V
moves to Q (via T), where Q is the head of a functional projection at the rightmost
edge of the CP:8
(25) a. Qui Pierre a-t-il rencontré hier? 
a’. [Qui [Pierre [ai-t-il [Q]] [IP ei rencontré hier]]]
b. Who did Peter meet yesterday?
b’.[Who [didi [Q]] [IP Peter ei meet yesterday]]
V-to-Q also applies in yes/no questions:
(26) a. A-t-il mangé?
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b. Did he eat?
b’.[Didi [Q]] [IP he ei eat]
In indirect questions, where there is no V-movement to the CP field, we may
assume that Q gets lexicalized by merging with matrix V:
(27) a. Je me demande qui Jean a rencontré hier.
a’. Je me [Q [demande]] qui Jean a rencontré hier.
b. I wonder who John met yesterday.
b’.I [Q [wonder]] who John met yesterday.
In many Northern Italian dialects, V-to-Q also applies in matrix questions, but
in embedded questions Q merges with a complementizer at the rightmost edge of
8. In the next section, we discuss the position of the subject in sentences like (25a).
CatWPL 7 2the CP (instead of merging with the matrix V as in French and English); cf. Poletto
(in press). The examples below are from Monnese, discussed in detail by Beninca
and Poletto (1998).
(28) a. fe-t majà? (yes/no question)
do-you eat
b. ke fe-t majà? (matrix wh-question)
what do-you eat
(29) i ho domandà kol ke (embedded wh-question)
to-him have asked what that
l’ ha fat.
nom. cl.(3rd. pers. sing. masc.) has done
Finally, we suggest that Standard Spanish has recourse to the parameter in
(24c). The Wh-feature syncretizes with the Q feature, giving rise to a mixed pro-
jection Wh/Q. On the one hand, the wh-phrase in the Spec of Wh/Q checks the
Wh-feature and, on the one hand, it ph-lexicalizes the Q-feature. 
(30) a. Qué compró Juan ayer?
What bought Juan yesterday
a’. [[qué [Wh/Q] [TP compró Juan ayer]]]
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(I) wonder what bought Juan yesterday
b’. Me pregunto [[qué [Wh/Q] [TP compró Juan ayer]]]
Another way of rephrasing the above proposal is that wh-words in Spanish
have a dual morphological function: besides functioning as a wh-morpheme, they
also function morphologically as an interrogative operator. The same analysis can
be assumed for Standard Italian.9
Spanish interrogatives have two salient properties that may be taken as sup-
porting the above analysis. First, there are no matrix/embedded asymmetries, as
shown in (30). This is to be expected, since there is no reason why the syncretism
of the Wh and Q features should be restricted to either matrix or embedded CPs.
Second, in embedded questions, the wh-phrase follows the subordinating comple-
mentizer, if they coexist. Cf. Suñer (1994).
9. Rizzi (1991) notes that in Standard Italian, but not in Spanish, an embedded interrogative in the
subjunctive does not trigger the «preverbal subject constraint». Poletto (in press) notices that this
is a more general property of modal contexts.
(i) Mi chiedo cosa Gianni avrebbe fatto in quel frangente
myself ask what Gianni have-cond done on that occasion
‘I wonder what Gianni would have done on that occasion.’
This could be accounted for by assuming that in Standard Italian a verb that triggers an irrealis
mood can merge with Q.
CatWPL 7 2(31) Me preguntaron que a sus padresi, qué querrían
to-me asked-3rd-pl that to their parents, what would-like-3rd-pl
los niños regalarlesi para Navidad.
the children give-dat.cl for Christmas
This fact may be taken as evidence that syncretism of the Wh and Q features
takes place in Spanish. In effect, while the fact that the subordinating conjunction
appears to the right of the wh-phrase in Monese can be taken as evidence that the
complementizer and the Q feature occupy one and the same position, the fact that
the subordinating conjunction appears to the left of the wh-phrase in Spanish may
be interpreted as indicating that the Wh and Q features occupy one and the same
position. This correlation is sustained by the assumption that the Q feature occupies
the rightmost edge of the CP field and that this position is fixed. In other words,
features that encode the force of a sentence delimits the (rather weak) frontier bet-
ween the CP and the IP fields. Therefore, if a feature (such as Wh) syncretizes with
Q, or if a complementizer merges with Q, the effects will be seen at the locus of
the Q feature (i.e. at the rightmost edge of the CP field). In Spanish indirect inte-
rrogatives, the effect is that the wh-phrase appears at the righmost edge of the CP
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dialects), the effect is that the subordinating complementizer appears at the right-
most edge of the CP field. 
There is a clear generalization that emerges: V-to-C never applies in embed-
ded interrogatives. If this were simply a tendency, we could attribute it to the
assumption that «movement» is more costly than «merge». But this explanation
cannot account as for why the root/embedded asymmetry is absolute rather than a
trend. The analysis proposed above can readily explain that generalization. On the
one hand, V-to-C in interrogatives is triggered by the need to ph-lexicalize Q. On
the other hand, a movement triggered by the need to ph-lexicalize a category applies
at shallow structure. Suppose furthermore that ph-lexicalization, like lexical inser-
tion, is strictly cyclical (where the cyclic nodes are CP and DP). Since the tree is
constructed bottom-up and since movement triggered solely by the need to ph-lexi-
calize a category applies at shallow structure (i.e. at the end of the syntactic deri-
vation), it follows that V-to-Q can only apply on the last cycle (i.e. the root clause).10
10. As is well-known, V-to-C is blocked in matrix interrogatives when the matrix subject is extracted;
cf. *who did leave? vs. who left? A possible explanation is that in such structures one and the same
morpheme (namely, Aux) enters into a Spec-head agreement relation with the subject twice: once
as the head adjoined to T and another time as the head adjoined to Q (i.e. the wh-phrase moves
through the Spec of Q on its way to the Spec of the wh-feature projection). We may speculate that
this one-to-many relation between the verb and the subject is not tolerated by the grammar. Or
more generally, one and the same lexical head may not enter into multiple Spec-head relations
with one and the same argument. This would entail that in languages like English, in which the
subject moves to Spec of T, the verb cannot move to T. The correlation seems to be correct: only
the feature V moves to T in English, without piedpiping the verbal constituent.
Languages differ as to the default mechanism they turn to in such cases. Some of the Northern
Italian dialects resort to the mechanism that they use in embedded questions; i.e. they merge Q
CatWPL 7 24. The Preverbal Subject in Romance Interrogatives Reconsidered
4.1. The Interaction of Cl and Q Operators: a Minimality Effect
We begin by (re)stating the problem:
(32) Unlike English, in the Romance languages there are restrictions on the posi-
tion of the preverbal subject in interrogatives:
a. Matrix interrogatives do not allow a DP subject to be realized within the
IP field: *[CP wh Aux [IP S V]]; *[CP wh [IP S (Aux) V]]
b. Embedded interrogatives in which the Q morpheme is lexicalized in the
CP field (more precisely, at the rightmost edge of the CP field) do not
allow a DP subject to be realized within the IP field: *.....[CP wh Q [IP S(Aux) V]] 
What is the particularity of the position of the preverbal subject in the IP field
in Romance? We suggested in section 2.1 that in Romance the subject is «exter-
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with Cl. Cl is an operator, which binds a variable within the VP. When the Q-fea-
ture is coindexed via Spec/head agreement with a [+wh] DP, Q acquires the status
of an operator and the trace of the wh-phrase with which it is coindexed acquires
the status of a variable:
(33) a. [ [
whwh-]i [Whi [ ei [Qi [........[VP .... ei....
The claim in this paper is that the generalization in (32) is due to the relation
between the Cl-operator and the nominative variable it binds, which intervenes bet-
ween the Q-operator and the variable bound by it. More specifically, we suggest
that the generalization in (32) is to be attributed to a minimality effect. To illus-
trate, consider the French example in (1b) (repeated in (34a) below), which has
the structure in (34b). In this structure, the binding relation between the varia-
ble ei and the operator Q is blocked by the presence of the operator Cl, which is
closer to ei than Q.11
with a complementizer giving rise to sentences like who that left (see Poletto (in press)). It is not
clear what strategy French and English use as a default mechanism in the case of who left/qui est
parti. We might speculate that they resort to a suprasegmental feature that is spelled out as a rising
contour. In other words, what I am suggesting here is that the grammar does not generally rely on
intonational properties to lexicalize the Q-operator, but it may do so in certain default cases. See also
section 4.1.
11. I have ignored here the so-called stylistic inversion construction; cf. Qu’ a acheté Jean? ‘What
bought Jean?’. But the question arises as to whether the postverbal subject occupies the Spec of Cl
in such construction (as the analysis put forth by Kayne and Pollock (in press) would suggest), in
which case such construction is relevant to our present concerns. Their proposal is that the entire
TP is moved into the CP field in this case. If TP moves to a position above the Q-operator (per-
haps to the Spec of Q), then there will be no minimality effects in such structures:
(i) [Quei [ WHi [ [TP a [ej acheté ei ]] [Q [Jeanj [Clj [ TP]]]]]]] 
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What Jean has bought
b. [ [
whque]i [Whi [ ei [Qi [Jeanj [ Clj [ T [VP ej [.... ei....
In matrix interrogatives, Q is always present as the head of a projection and
therefore the generalization in (32a) holds in all the Romance languages that «exter-
nalize» their subject via Cl. On the other hand, as mentioned in section 3, in embed-
ded interrogatives, there are cross-linguistic differences. In French the restriction on
preverbal subjects is absent. This is due to the fact that, in embedded interrogatives
in this language, Q merges with the matrix verb (see section 2.2). Therefore, the
Q-feature never functions as a syntactic operator in such structures; see (35b).
(35) a. Je me demande que Jean a acheté hier.
I to-myself ask what Jean has bought yesterday
b. Je me [Q [demande]] [quei [Wh [Jeanj [Clj [TP a [VP ej [acheté ei hier]]]]]]
In Spanish, Q never merges with V; it always defines a projection (albeit a
mixed projection Wh/Q) (see section 2.2). Therefore, the minimality effect induced
by a nom-associated Cl is present in both matrix and embedded clauses:12
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to-myself ask-1st-sing. what Juan bought yesterday
b. Me pregunto [quéi [Wh/Qi [Juanj [Clj [TP compró [ej [V ei]]]]]]]
We turn next to the exception to the generalization in (32) noted in the first
section; cf. the examples in (4) and (5), which we repeat below:
(37) a. (?) Cuál libro Pedro compró?
Which book Pedro bought
b. (?) Quel livre Pierre a acheté
c. Que livro o Pedro comprou?
12. I have not discussed long distance wh-movement such as (i) below:
(i) Que (*Juan) dice (Juan) que (María) compró (María)?
What (Juan) says (Juan) that (María) bought (María)
The restriction on preverbal subjects applies in the matrix but not in the embedded clause. We
assume a) cyclic wh-movement in such cases and b) the trace that is locally bound by Q functions
as a variable, i.e. the wh-trace in the embedded Comp (rather than the trace in the embedded VP):
(ii) [Quéi [Qi .........[CP ei [ DPj [Clj T [ej V ei ]]]]]
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How many people María invited to the party
b. Combien de gens Marie a invité à la fête?
It is to be noted that such non-bare wh-phrases are precisely the ones that in
Romanian require clitic-doubling; cf. Dobrovie-Sorin (1994). This author argues that
while bare wh-phrases systematically function as syntactic operators, non-bare 
wh-phrases do not. The intuition behind Dobrovie-Sorin’s proposal may be expressed
in the following way:13
(39) A wh-feature in the Spec of DP may or may not percolate to the DP node. If
the wh-feature percolates to the DP and if this DP is in the Spec of Q at some
point of the derivation, then it will be coindexed with Q. Q will then acqui-
re the status of a syntactic operator and the variable it binds will acquire the
status of a variable.
In the sentences in (37) and (38), the wh-feature in the Spec of DP has not per-
colated to the DP node. Q therefore does not function as an operator and the trace
of the wh-phrase does not function as a variable:
(40) [ [DPj [wh] N] [Q [ DPi [Cl [ T [VP ei [ V ej
Compare with the representation in (41), where the trace of the wh-phrase is
bound by Q and therefore has the status of a variable.
(41) [ [DPj[+wh] [wh] N] [Qj [ DPi [Cl [ T [VP ei [ V ej
Dobrovie-Sorin shows that in the case of «how many N», there are actually
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(41)), it ranges over quantities and if it does not function as a syntactic operator
(cf. the structure in (42)), it ranges over objects. This author shows furthermore
that how many N may have narrow scope with respect to the subject only in the
former case (where the trace of the wh-phrase functions as a variable). The pre-
diction is then that in structures where the preverbal subject constraint does not
apply, the narrow scope reading should be unavailable. The prediction is borne out:
(42b), but not (42a), allows for a distributive reading. Cada (‘each’) being an obli-
gatory distributor, (42a) is uninterpretable.
(42) a. Cuántos libros María/*cada estudiante leyó ayer?
How many books María/each student read yesterday
b. Cuántos libros leyó María/cada estudiante ayer?
How many books read María/each student yesterday
13. Dobrovie-Sorin argues that whether or not a wh-specifier percolates its feature to the DP is lexically
determined in Romanian (e.g. which N vs. what N). Our prediction is that while a question with a
fronted which N in Romanian would not be subject to the preverbal subject constraint, what N
would be.
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These sentences have a salient intonational property, namely, there is an intona-
tional hiatus at the right edge of the intonational phrase. More precisely, the pitch
falls down to the base line and then rises again, indicating the presence of a pro-
sodic boundary (see Beckman and Pierrehumbert (1986)). We suggest that the
prosodic boundary feature is attached to the Q feature and serves the purpose of
ph-lexicalizing it.14
Given what we have said above (cf. (39)), we need to readdress the status of
the trace of the wh-phrase in the embedded question in (35). Clearly, the trace of the
wh-phrase que functions as a variable in embedded questions as much as it does
in matrix questions (cf. (1)). We have proposed that the trace of the wh-phrase
functions as a variable iff the wh-phrase is associated with Q. When Q defines a
projection within the CP field, this association is obtained via Spec/head agree-
ment (as a result of overt movement), but when Q is adjoined to the matrix verb, the
association must be obtained in some other fashion. We propose that the mecha-
nism that gives rise to that association is the same one that underlies the association
between the NPI and the matrix negative verb in the following type of example:
(43) Pierre doute que Marie ait vu personne.
Pierre doubts that Marie has seen anybody
In the example above, the NPI personne is licensed by the negative verb doubt
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We may assume that this is done by covert neg-feature movement. Let us assume
that the wh-phrase and the interrogative verb Q+demander are associated in the
same fashion (via covert wh-feature movement). The resulting representation would
then be as in (44) (rather than as in (35b)). In this representation, the lexical inte-
rrogative verb functions as the operator that binds the wh-variable (i.e. the trace of
que).
(44) Je me [Q [demande]]i [quei [Whi [Jeanj [Clj [TP a [VP ej [acheté ei hier]]]]]]
The question that arises with respect to such a representation is why it does not
give rise to a minimality effect. We suggest the following answer. In (44), the ope-
rator Cl does not intervene in the relation between the operator demander and ej
because Cl is a functional category and demander is a lexical category. In other
14. As is wellknown, fronted wh-adverbs do not activate the «preverbal subject constraint» in Romance
interrogatives:
(i) Cuando Pedro compró este libro?
When Pedro bought this book
(ii)Quand Pierre a acheté ce livre?
Given the role of the Cl operator as an argument-externalizer, a plausible assumption is that Cl
does not «see» adverbial positions. Another alternative (proposed in Zubizarreta (1998)) is that
wh-adverbs may be directly generated in the CP field.
CatWPL 7 2words, we suggest that minimality should be relativized not only with respect to
the distinction between phrases and heads (cf. Rizzi (1990)), but also with respect
to types of heads (lexical vs. functional).
4.2. Getting around Minimality: Projecting Cl within the CP Field
Given the minimality effect created by the projection between CP and TP of a nom-
associated Cl in interrogative structures like (34), the question arises whether a
nom-associated Cl may ever coexist with a Q-projection. The answer is that they can
coexist but iff the nom-associated Cl is projected higher than the Q-projection.
According to Poletto (in press), in French and in many Northern Italian dialects,
the subject may be realized within the CP field, as in the examples below:
(45) A qui Pierre a-t-il parlé?
to whom Pierre has-he (nom.cl) spoken
‘To whom has Pierre spoken?’ (French)
(46) I me ga domandà Gianni quando che el vien
nom.cl me have asked John when that nom.cl comes
‘They asked me when Gianni is coming.’ (a Northern Italian variety)
(47) A venta che Majo ch’ a mangia pi’ tant
cl need that Majo that nom.cl eat more
‘Majo must eat more.’ (Piedmontese)
The possibility of realizing the subject within the CP field might actually be
an option more widely available within the Romance family. This option is made
available by the fact that the subject is externalized via Cl in these languages. While
Cl is generally projected at the left-edge of the IP field (i.e. immediately above
TP), the grammar allows for the option of projecting Cl within the CP field in order
to avoid a minimality violation, namely above the Q operator and below the 
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French example in (45) will be associated with the structure below (before V-to-Q
movement applies in shallow structure):
(48) [A quij [Whj [Pierrei [Cli [ej [Qj [ili a [ei [parlé ej]]]]]]]] 
In (48), Cl is above Q; therefore Cl does not interfere in the binding relation
between Q and ej. The question that arises is why Q does not intefere in the bin-
ding relation between Cl and the variable ei. I suggest that this is due to the so-
called anti-agreement effect discussed by Ouhalla (1993) and references cited
therein. We elaborate below.
A variable bound by Cl has the status of a pronominal variable. This is due to
the fact that the clitic or «strong» agreement element that identifies Cl is [+prono-
minal]. There is a parametric variation among languages: 
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tor and others do not. 
We shall refer to pronouns bound by the interrogative Q-operator as Qu-bound
pronouns. Spanish allows for Qu-bound pronouns under certain conditions (see
the appendix below), but French and most Northern Italian dialects do not
(see Poletto (in press)).15 Thus, in the French structure in (48), the pronominal
variable in Spec of VP (bound by the nom-associated Cl) cannot be bound to Q.
In other words, Q is not a possible binder for the pronominal variable (il,e).
Consequently, Q does not interfere in the relation between Cl and ei and no
minimality effects are observed. 
The fact that French does not allow for Qu-bound pronouns in conjunction with
the analysis of non-bare wh-phrases put forth in section 4.1 can readily explain the
contrast in (50). In (50a), the bare nominative wh-phrase is coindexed with Q; the-
refore Q is bound to the nominative pronominal clitic. On the other hand, in (50b)
the non-bare nominative wh-phrase is not coindexed with Q; therefore Q is not
bound to the nominative pronominal clitic.
(50) a. *Qui a-t- il lu un livre?
who has- he read a book
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What terrible magicien has- he locked up your secret
(Grevisse (1980), cited in Sportiche (1998))
There are two issues that remain to be addressed with respect to the structure in
(48). Why is the nominative clitic obligatory -despite the fact that the nominative
DP and the subject agreement element are contained in adjacent projections after
V-to-C applies? This might be due to the EPP (as suggested in Rizzi and Roberts
(1989)). While the DP in the Spec of Cl projected within the CP field fulfills the th-
requirement of the predicate, it fails to fulfill the EPP requirement:
(51) a. The EPP applies specifically to the IP: the IP must have a subject.
b. An IP subject is either the DP in Spec of TP or a clitic/strong agr adjoined
to T. (See Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998))
15. Although rare, there are Northern Italian dialects in which a nominative enclitic coexists with a
wh-subject; cf. Bellunese chi é-lo che vien? ‘Who is it that came?’ Such clitics are generally inva-
riable in form in that they do not vary with respect to gender and number and they also appear
with verbs that lack an external argument; cf. quando te pare-lo che ‘l sia rivà? ‘When does it
seem to you that he has arrived?’ This suggests that such clitics are not related to Cl at all, but
have the status of an interrogative marker. In some dialects, such as Torinese, an invariable encli-
tic may in fact coexist with an inflected nominative proclitic (which, I claim, is related to Cl); cf.
lon ch’a l’a-lo fa ‘What has he done?’. (The above examples are from Murano (1997)). In fact, it
might be a total misnomer to refer to such enclitics as «nominative» (although they only appear
in tensed contexts). The fact that such enclitics only surface in matrix interrogatives might be due
to historical reasons if they are indeed nothing else than a historical relic.
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that the nominative clitic originates above V (see section 2 above). Therefore it
cannot adjoin to V; instead, it left-adjoins to T(after V left-adjoins to T), giving
rise to the following structure: 
(52) [T nom cl [T [V] T]]
When V-to-Q applies in shallow structure for the purpose of ph-lexicalization,
it only moves the category with ph-content, namely V (i.e. T has no ph-content):
(53) [ [Vi [Q]] [T nom cl [T [V ei ] T]]]
The nominative clitic will then attach at PF to the verbal category to its left.
Our claim that the nominative clitic may attach to a word to its left by a phonolo-
gical, sandhi-type rule, receives some support from the Northern Italian dialects
where the nominative clitic may optionally attach to a complementizer to its left
(cf. Poletto (in press)):16
(54) a. Ara che el vien. (Veneto)
Look that nom.cl comes
b. Ara ch’el vien 
4.3. Similarities with Chinese with respect to Minimality
It is timely to mention the case of the indefinite wh in Mandarin Chinese, discussed
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indefinite interpretation as well as an interrogative one, depending on the seman-
tic properties of its binder. The relation between a non-interrogative wh and its
licensor is a binder-variable relation, like the one that exists between an interro-
gative wh and a question operator. And these binder-variable relations are subjet
to Minimality, as illustrated by the configurations below:
(55) a. +QP .... -QP .... wh1 .... wh2
b.*+QP .... -QP .... wh1 .... wh2
c.*+QP .... -QP .... wh1 .... wh2
16. Sportiche (1998) claims that the nominative enclitic has a tighter morpho-phonological connec-
tion to the verb than a nominative proclitic and therefore proposes that enclitics be lexically gene-
rated with the verb. I would suggest that this is a more general morphological property of words:
mophemes to the right of the stem are closer to the stem than the morphemes to the left of the
stem. This is true not only of clitics but also of affixes. Cf. the possibility of coordinating prefixes
but not suffixes; e.g. pre- and post-position.
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than +QP. In (55a), -QP is inactive; therefore it is not a potential antecedent and
does not trigger minimality effects. Li (1992:144) states the generalization that
emerges from these and other configurations in the following terms:
(56) The linking of a wh-element with an operator is subject to minimality.
The linking of A with B [...A...B....] obeys Minimality iff there is no inter-
vening C [...A...C...B] such that C is linked to another element D, D =/= B
=/= A
Our claim is that the structure in (34b), which we repeat below, is formally
identical to (55c):
(57) [ [
whque]i [Whi [ ei [Qi [Jeanj [ Clj [ T [VP ej [.... ei....
Li remarks that there are no minimality effects when the two operators involved
are of the same type:
(58) a. +QP .... +QP .... wh1 .... wh2
b. +QP .... +QP .... wh1 .... wh2
This observation is particularly interesting because in the case of the Cl-operator
we find the same generalization, as illustrated by the wellformedness of the struc-
tures in (14), which we repeat in (59). In these structures there are two Cl operators
with identical function and no intervention effects are observed.
(59) a. [DPj [Clj [ DPi [Cli [T [VP [ ej [V ei.... 
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5. Conclusion
In this article I have reconsidered the constraint on preverbal subjects in Romance
interrogatives. I put forth an explanation that is crucially based on a particular
analysis of clitics and strong agr. 
According to this view, clitics and strong agr are the morphological manifestation
of an abstract Cl postion, which has the status of an operator. Cl, which is projec-
ted above TP, has the function of «externalizing» an argument of the verb with res-
pect to the T associated with the verb. It achieves this via a combination of binding
and merge. More precisely, Cl binds a DP argument of the verb, giving rise to a
CatWPL 7 2syntactic predicate; a pronominal or lexical DP merges with Cl and functions as
the subject of the predicate. Cl is thus formally comparable in status to a relative ope-
rator. Cl is morphologically identified by a pronominal clitic or strong agr contained
in T. Languages with clitics and strong agr, like many of the Romance languages,
thus have a mechanism other than movement to «externalize» an argument, in par-
ticular the subject. The proposal then is that preverbal (nonfocused) subjects in
Romance are in the Spec of a Cl-operator and this Cl creates minimality effects
when a question is formed by moving a wh-phrase above it. More precisely, a 
wh-phrase moves to the Spec of a Wh-projection through the Spec of a Q-projection
(located at the rightmost edge of the CP field). This creates a coindexing relation
between the wh-phrase and Q, which then binds the trace of the wh-phrase as well,
giving rise to a Q-operator/variable relation. But the Cl operator is closer to the
wh-variable than the Q-operator, a minimality violation thus arise.17
The absence of the preverbal subject constraint in interrogatives with fronted non-
bare wh-phrases was attributed, following Dobrovie-Sorin (1994), to the fact that
the wh-feature in the specifier of such phrases may fail to percolate to the DP, in
which case there is no coindexing of a wh category with Q. In such structures, Q does
not function as a syntactic operator and no minimality ensues.
While Cl is generally mapped in the higher part of the middle field, namely
between the Q projection and TP, in certain cases Cl may project above the Q pro-
jection, thus avoiding a minimality effect. This is the case of the so-called com-
plex inversion construction in French and of a similar construction in the Northern
Italian dialects. 
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pect to the preverbal subject constraint in embedded interrogatives is to be attri-
buted to parametric differences in the ph-lexicalization of the Q-feature that expresses
the force of the sentence. 
Appendix: On Acc Clitic Doubling in Castilian Spanish18
In Castilian Spanish an accusative clitic can double a wh-phrase only in the pre-
sence of an active negation or in a modal context:
(60) a. A quién no lo aguanta ni el más paciente
Whom (obj) not acc.cl stand-3rd-sing even the most patient
de los mortales/ni su madre. (Active Neg)
of the mortals/even his mother (subj)
17. An exception is Brazilian Portuguese. In effect, the preverbal subject constraint is absent in Brazilian
interrogatives. This is as expected. Brazilian Portuguese lacks Cl because it has no way of morp-
hologically identifying it: it has a weaken subject agreement system and has lost (or is in the pro-
cess of loosing) the 3rd person accusative clitic. See Marcello Modesto (1999) and references cited
therin.
18. I would like to thank Marina Fernandez Lagunilla for providing judgements on the data reported
in this section.
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Whom (obj) not acc.cl stand-3rd-sing nobody (subj)
c. *A quién no lo aguanta María (subj) (Non-active Neg)
(61) a. A quién (piensas que) lo debería castigar
Whom (obj) (think-2nd-sing that) acc.cl should-3rd-sing punish
María/ su madre? (modal verb / «deontic»)
María/ his mother (subj)
b. A quién dudas de que lo castigue
Whom (obj) doubt-2nd-sing of that acc.cl punish-3rd-sing-subjunc
María/ su madre? (present subjunctive)
María/ his mother (subj)
c. A quién (piensas que) lo castigará
Whom (obj) (think-2nd-sing that) acc.cl punish-2nd-sing-fut
María/ su madre? (future indicative)
María/ his mother (subj)
(62) a. *A quién (piensas que) lo castigó
Whom (obj) (think-2nd-sing that) acc.cl punish-3rd-sing-past
María/ su madre? (past indicative)
María/ his mother (subj)
b. *A quién (piensas que) lo castiga
Whom (obj) (think-2nd-sing that) acc.cl punish-3rd-sing-pres
María/ su madre? (present indicative)
María/ his mother (subj)
Some remarks about the data are in order:
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preted as being discourse-linked.
2. The wh-phrase (a quién) can bind the postverbal subject without giving rise to
WCO effects. This is as expected since the wh-phrase originates in the Spec
of Cl. See section 2.
3. The accusative clitic being +definite, it renders the question +definite. In other
words, existence of an individual corresponding to the object is presupposed
by both speaker and hearer. This is shown by the fact that «nobody» is not a
possible answer for any of the questions in (60) and (61). 
I would like to propose that in order to understand the phenomenon described
above, we must appeal to the level of Assertion Structure in the sense of Zubizarreta
(1998). The Ass Structure is a post-LF level where the partitioning of the sentence
in terms of focus and presupposition is articulated in terms of ordered proposi-
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bound variable. The focus of the sentence provides a value for the variable introduced
in the presupposition. The former therefore precedes the latter in the Ass Structure.
To illustrate, consider the example in (63a), with the F(ocus)-marking as indica-
ted in (63b). This sentence will be associated with the Ass Structure given in (63c).
(63) a. María invited Juan.
b. María invited [F Juan]
c. Ass Structure:
Ass (1): There is an x such that María invited x
Ass (2): The x such that María invited x = Juan
It was noted in Zubizarreta (1998) that the relation between the definite des-
cription in Ass (2) and the existentially-bound variable in Ass (1) is formally com-
parable to the relation between an E-type pronoun and an indefinite in a previous
sentence, as in the example below. 
(64) A sailor came in. He was wearing a red shirt.
[he = the sailor that came in]
Capitalizing on this intuition, we suggest that the accusative clitic in (60) and
(61) has the status of an E-type pronoun. We develop it below.
Suppose that negation and modals introduce an independent assertion. Consider
the examples in (60a) and (61a). The presence of negation and the modal give rise
to Ass (1) in (65) and (66) respectively. Ass (2) assigns a value (i.e. a constant) to
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where the constant corresponds to the possible answers of the question. Our claim
is that the accusative clitic corresponds to the definite description in Ass (2). 
(65) Ass (1): There is NO x (not even the most patient of mortals) such that x
stands some y
Ass (2): The y such that there is no x...(x stands y) = A
lo
(66) Ass (1): SHOULD (María punish some y)
Ass (2): The y such that (should (María punish y) = A
lo
19. I have also argued in the same work that the notions topic/comment should be articulated at the
Ass Structure level in terms of the subject/predicate relation.
CatWPL 7 2We then reach the following conclusion for Castilian Spanish:
(67) In Castilian Spanish, an accusative clitic may be QU-bound iff the clitic has
the status of an E-type pronoun (in other words, iff the accusative clitic
corresponds to a definite description in the Ass Structure of the sentence).
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